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H o n g  P h o t o g r a p h y  a n d  C i n e m a  I n c .

ELNAZ SUNNYand

French Provincial Meets Pastel Perfection

Mahyar Khoda from mayer 

salon provided hair styling 

services and Mina A. of 

artistry by mina provided 

makeup application for the 

bride.

The groom was outfitted  

in formalwear by Giorgio 

Armani from holt renfrew 

and a Giorgio Armani  

bow tie and Gucci shoes 

from saks fifth avenue  

in New York. 

E lnaz jahankhani and sunny dhillon were first introduced by mutual friends in 2013 when 
they were dining at adesso bistro in vancouver, one of elnaz’s favourite restaurants. the pair 
learned they had much in common and soon after met for their first date, where they 

rendezvoused at the original Glowbal Grill Steaks & Satay in Yaletown. The rest was history. 

One of Elnaz’s favourite hotels in Vancouver happens to be the rosewood hotel georgia. Armed with this 
knowledge, Sunny planned a full day of activities at the hotel for her 30th birthday. Unbeknownst to her, Sunny 
had something a little more special in mind than just a spa day and had reserved the entire patio, which had 
been decorated with flowers and candles. When they reached the heavenly space, Sunny surprised Elnaz and 
asked her to spend the rest of her life with him.

As a luxury wedding planner and owner of paisley events inc., Elnaz was well-prepared to take on the task 
of planning her wedding. When planning her dream day, Elnaz drew from her background in interior design 
and incorporated her admiration of French Provincial into the chosen pastel colour palette. “The goal was to 
astound all of the guests the moment they entered the ballroom,” shares Elnaz. The finished product was a 
reflection of something from the Disney movie, “Beauty and the Beast,” thanks to the assistance of Evan Orion 
of flowerz and koncept event design who created all of the floral and decor designs for the wedding. 
 

Evan Orion from 

Flowerz surprised 

Elnaz with a 

purple-hued bouquet 

of scabiosa and roses 

that featured a halo 

of blooms encircling 

the stems.

Elnaz’s bridesmaids wore custom made dresses 

from little pink dress custom couture.

Elnaz’s Tacori RoyalT engagement ring was 

purchased from h.l. gross & bro. jewelers in New 

York. The couple’s matching Chopard wedding 

bands were purchased from siba jewellers.
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Elnaz’s Persian ceremony 

gown was designed by Justin 

Alexander from sposa bridal 

and featured a 12-ft long train. 

Her mother created her veil, 

which was embellished with 

Swarovski crystals, ivory pearls 

and French silk lace. The 

bride’s hairpiece was custom 

designed by Elsa Corsi to 

match her other jewellery.

Guests were offered fans 

from the wedding shoppe.

POETIC
CEREMONY
The couple were wed on July 29, 2016, at swaneset bay 
resort & country club. Although vows are traditionally 
not exchanged at either Sikh or Persian ceremonies, the couple 
worked together with the officiants to personalize the wording. 
“Our Sikh wedding ceremony was the most beautiful, spiritual 
experience of our lives. It was the first promise to each other 
to share the same purpose for the rest of our lives,” reveals 
Elnaz, “Our Persian ceremony, on the other hand, was more 
romantic and began with my uncle reciting Persian poetry.”

For the Punjabi Sikh 

ceremony, the bride wore a 

custom made gown from 

India featuring mirrored 

embellishments and gold 

embroidery. She paired this 

gown with a red veil that had 

been hand embroidered in 

India. Her custom jewellery 

was purchased from made in 

india. The groom wore 

formalwear from Made  

in India. 

The outdoor ceremony featured a round Sofreh table designed by Elnaz. Guests were seated 

on gold Napoleon chairs from koncept event design. Evan draped the backdrop behind the 

couple and also decorated the aisle with a path of suspended greenery-covered orbs. When 

the couple was announced as husband and wife, they released 500 butterflies as a symbol of 

them taking flight on their journey as newlyweds.
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Elnaz and Sunny hosted their guests for their 

wedding reception in the ballroom of the 

swaneset bay resort & country club. The 

back wall of the space features grand, 24-ft 

high windows, which Evan Orion of flowerz 

adorned with a dreamy, massive floral arch 

and panels of blooms. The wall of windows 

acted as the focal point for the space, and  

was where the newlyweds’ seating area was 

situated. Crystal vases with floating candles 

and gold laser cut butterflies decorated the 

scene. The plush chaise lounge provided by 

koncept event design was flanked by two tall 

floral arrangements.

Inspired by a floral fabric swatch in Elnaz’s 

family’s home, Evan of Koncept Event Design 

designed and produced a 28-ft long by 28-ft 

wide dance floor covered in a large-scale pink 

and purple rose printed pattern.

“The design of the dance floor was inspired by my 
grandmother’s French floral fabric drapes, the same ones  
I stared at when I was a little girl!” –elnaz
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END
NOTES 
Ivory table linens, lavender napkins, and gold charger 
plates from koncept event design completed the 
gold and pastel table design and further enhanced the 
glittering gilded design of the venue. The wedding 
meal was catered by the swaneset bay resort & 
country club, and for an added special touch the 
couple also arranged for traditional Persian dishes to 
be served as a way to honour the bride’s culture. 

The couple’s biggest priority was to ensure that guests 
did not stop enjoying themselves throughout the 
evening. “We organized entertainment, such as 
Punjabi and Persian dancers, a same-day video 
presentation, live musicians, and live percussionists 
to ensure the night flowed and the guests remained 
completely engaged,” shares Elnaz. DJ Taba from 
taba entertainment kept guests dancing all        
night long. 

Koncept Event Design also provided purple uplighting 
and rose patterned lights, which were cast onto the 
ceiling and dance floor. brellow produced the 
couple’s same-day edit video.

The newlyweds travelled to Greece for their 
honeymoon, where they stayed over the course of 
three weeks at the andronikos hotel in Santorini 
and at cavo tagoo in Mykonos, relaxing, enjoying 
delicious local food, and warm, romantic evenings by 
the beach. 

to see more, visit
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Ellen Ho is an international photographer who runs 

a top boutique-style-photography studio based in 

Vancouver, BC, Canada. With a background in art 

and fashion, Ellen incorporates her innate sense

of design in her photography and gives something 

cosmopolitan, chic, and unique to her photos. 

A refined and polished boutique elegance has

become her signature style. And while seeking 

to embody the very essence of haute couture 

and luxury, she also captures a person’s unique 

personality and inner beauty. 

E L L E N HO . COM   |   778.228.6256

A B O U T  T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R

Hong Photography and Cinema Inc.

Tanya Muller of le gateau bake shop 

made the couple’s five-tier lavender 

square cake with gilded detailing, which 

matched the French Provincial theme of 

the wedding. The sweet table featured 

treats created by Le Gateau Bake Shop 

as well as Persian delicacies from la 

voche sweets and bakery in Iran.
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Rectangular guest tables were 

decorated in gold candelabras 

topped with panels of blooms 

and featured suspended gold 

origami butterflies. Round tables 

featured tall cream centrepieces 

filled with white and purple roses, 

dahlias, and hydrangea. 
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